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**Achronal ANEC**

Let $M$ a manifold, $g$ its lorentzian metric. Also let $\gamma$ an achronal null geodesic and $l^a$ its tangent vector. Then

$$\int_{\gamma} T_{ab} l^a l^b \geq 0$$

⇒ Achronal ANEC was proved (Fewster, Olum, Pfenning. 2007) to hold for geodesics in curved space, providing that any curvature stays some minimum distance from the geodesic, which then are travelling in flat space. Here we will try to prove it for geodesics travelling in curved space.
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4 **Causal structure**: Conditions outside $M'$ do not affect the causal structure of $M'$

$$J^+(p, M) \cap M' = J^+(p, M')$$

5 **Quantum field theory**: We consider a quantum scalar field in $M$, which inside $M'$ is free and minimally coupled.
Quantum inequality

In flat spacetime it was proved (Fewster, Roman 2002) that
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\]
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where $f$ is compact function with $\int_{-1}^{1} dx f(x)^2 = 1$. Suppose we want to test quantum inequality in a laboratory on the surface of the earth... This is not flat space but it has curvature of order $GM_\oplus/R_\oplus$.

$\Rightarrow$ We expect QI to hold with a small correction in globally hyperbolic spacetimes with small curvature: $|R_{abcd}| \tau_0^2 < \epsilon$, where $\epsilon \ll 1$ and small proper acceleration of the timelike paths

Conjecture

$$\int_{-\tau_0}^{\tau_0} d\tau \, T_{ab}(w(\tau)) l^a l^b f(\tau/\tau_0)^2 \geq -\left(\frac{k_a l^a}{12\pi^2 \tau_0^4}\right) \int_{-\tau_0}^{\tau_0} d\tau f''(\tau/\tau_0)^2 [1 + c\epsilon]$$
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$\Rightarrow$ Since $\alpha < 1/3$ the lower bound in the first equation goes to zero faster than the upper bound in the second equation. This contradiction proves the theorem.
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